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Editor’s Note
Sorcha Deheer

As the semester comes to a close, I want to wish you all a safe and relaxing break. If nothing else, this semester has
been one for the history books! It will surely be an interesting time to look back on in the years to come. Above all else,
remember to take care of yourselves and each other. If anyone is struggling over the break, please take a look at the
resources we have listed at the end of this issue. Included in this list is a run-down of the amazing work being done by the
Campus Women’s Centre and the new resources they have available.
This month we have some phenomenal content. Edward Hsiang talks with U of L chemistry professors about what it
takes to be a chemist. Liam Devitt talks with faculty and students about their online learning experiences as the first
semester of online learning ends. Ballto Kenney, who has written about tabletop role-playing games for us before, shares
his experience with bullying in the RPG community. Oseremen Irete profiles Lethbridge’s own Ollie X, who is venturing
into new musical territory. A photo essay by Bariyaa Ipaa shows the hard work being done by the SAGE Clan Patrol,
a grassroots organization dedicated to addressing opioid addiction and homelessness in Lethbridge. I hope you enjoy
reading these as much as I did!

Editor’s Book Recommendations
Sorcha Deheer
Fired Up About Reproductive Rights
by Jane Kirby
Jane Kirby’s pocket-sized book is a great resource for anyone, no matter how familiar they are with
reproductive rights. The topics are well thought out and carefully explained in a way that is accessible and easy to read. Not only does Kirby cover birth control and abortion but also coerced
sterilization, eugenics and population control. It is history and praxis wrapped in orange paper. The
bookoncludes with a call to action and a recognition of the topics the book wasn’t able to cover.

The Home for Unwanted Girls by
by Joanna Goodman
Historical fiction has long been one of my favourite genres. The Home for Unwanted Girls is a
heart-wrenching story of the Duplessis orphans in Quebec during the 19050s. Goodman manages
to craft a beautifully written story while delving into French-English tensions and how our identities
are shaped by the world around us. I highly recommend this book if you are looking for an easy but
emotional read over the holidays.

Babysitter: An American History
by Miriam Forman-Brunell
Miriam Forman-Brunell is a Professor of History at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. Her
focus has been on the history of childhood and youth, a growing field in social history. Babysitter: An American History examines the history of babysitting through a feminist lens, paying
particular attention to girls’ pursuit of autonomy and empowerment. Even more, Formal-Brunell
links the beginnings of the gender pay gap with babysitting and other jobs frequently done by
adolescent boys and girls.
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The Meliorist Staff Present:
Year-End Music Roundup
Decades! What a concept! Humans love creating arbitrary divisions of time and trying to make sweeping conclusions as
to that time’s significance. The 50’s were conservative, the 60’s were radical, and the 70’s? Well, they had Fleetwood Mac,
I guess.
There’s no doubt that 2020, with the coronavirus pandemic, a crazy US election, and a general vibe of society falling apart
at the seams, will usher in some sort of cultural trend for the years to come. But what is that trend? And what sounds may
begin to define that trend?
Who knows! We don’t! But we will tell you what records we liked, why we liked them, and why they may come to help
define the 2020’s. And we’ll tell you in one of the most enduring forms of writing of the last decade--the listicle. Without
further ado, and in no particular order, The Meliorist’s first annual Year-End Music roundup!

Mikey Lewis - Business
Manager

Album Title: Moral Panic
Artist: Nothing But Thieves
Record Label: Sony Music UK
Genre: Alternative Rock
Country: United Kingdom

Key track: “Is Everybody Going
Crazy?”
Salient Quote: “The day doesn’t set
/ the world just spins / and in this
wounded, sinister place / we’ve only
got each other.”

Nothing But Thieves’ third studio album wasn’t produced during quarantine,
but it captures the zeitgeist with shocking authenticity. From frenetic anthems
of political unrest (“Unperson,” “Can You Afford To Be An Individual?”) to
vulnerable, heart wrenching declarations of love (“Impossible,” “Real Love
Song”), the Essex natives seem to have bottled 2020. Lead vocalist and guitarist Conor Mason continues to wield his voice like a weapon, cutting just
as deep with his seductive murmurs as his soaring falsetto. In combining that
voice with powerful beats and dissonant harmonies, the group have crafted a
cathartic album that will have you dancing, sobbing, and screaming in rage.
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Sorcha Deheer - Editor in Chief Album Title: Nightmares of the
West
Artist: Strike Anywhere
Record Label: Pure Noise Records
Genre: Punk/Alternative
Country: USA

Salient quote: “We can become more
than this / Scratched on a napkin,
last call at the bar / We deserve to
fight for everyone/For all that we’ve
lost, for all that we are.”

Strike Anywhere’s new EP is a fervent reminder that punk is not dead
and neither is the gusto behind it. Nightmares of the West captures the
frustration, anger and political upheaval that has categorized 2020. Still, the
band managed to infuse the work with a sense of hopefulness and
community support. The EP is more melodic than hard core punk
tends to be, making it a good introduction to those not familiar with the
scene. It’s loud, its anarchist, its anti-fascist. What more could you want?

Liam Devitt - News and Social
Sciences Editor

Album Title: food house
Artist: Food House
Record Label: Dog Show Records
Genre: Electronic/Dance
Country: USA

Key Track: “8 now”
Salient Quote: “I used to fantasize
about being or kissing Skrillex / I
need to delete Twitter because it
gives me fucking mental illness.”

What does a combo Target/CVS, Skrillex, and “Sonic the Hedgehog’’
villain Rouge the Bat have in common? Damned if I know, except they
are all found in the lyrical non-sequiturs that piece together the bizarre
imaginary that Fraxiom and Gupi envisage in their debut record as the
duo food house. food house takes the bombastic synth-laden soundscape
of contemporaries and Dog Show labelmates 100 gecs and take it in a
direction that is chaotic, queer, irresistably dancable and exuberantly
youthful. The sound of a generation avant-garde-- on poppers.

Oseremen Irete - Arts Editor

Album: EVERYTHING YOU HEARD IS TRUE EP
Salient quote: “Wicked!
Artist: Odunsi (The Engine)
Sexy!”
Record label: Kimani Moore Entertainment LTD.
Genre: Alternative
Country: Nigeria
At just under 15 minutes the follow up to Odunsi’s disco and funk leaning
debut album is more charcuterie board than buffet. While his last project
leaned into the past, this one sounds like the future. Nigeria’s alternative Alté
movement has always been defined by what it isn’t. This gives artists that fall
under that umbrella license to explore outside of the country’s afrobeat musical monopoly. The EP pulls from a wide palette of sounds from alt-R&B,
to synthpop to trap. All mixed together to create a sound that is uniquely
Odunsi. And that’s what makes it fun, you never know what you’re going to
get with him.
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Edward Hsiang - Sciences Editor Album Title: Polynesia Pop Fantasia
Artist: The Landladies
Record Label: Independent
Genre: Alternative/Indie Rock
Country: Canada

Salient quote: “Strap on your shoes
baby tie them tight/ we’re gonna
dance, dance, dance until they turn
off the ugly lights / there’ll be time to
snooze in the afterlife.”

Edmonton based jam band’s debut album Polynesia Pop Fantasia is quirky
and fun with songs ranging from easy fun listening in “Ugly Lights” to post
rock realness in “Scenarios”. As someone who doesn’t focus much on lyrics,
their nonsensical stream of words make for good background and study music while the strong layered instrumentals keep me vibing in my seat. The
diversity of musical genres in this album definitely deserves a spotlight for
local talent and I encourage everyone to give them a listen!

Jax Stienstra - Designer

Album: POST HUMAN: SURVIVAL
HORROR
Artist: Bring Me The Horizon
Record Label: RCA
Genre: Hard Rock
Country: United Kingdom

Salient Quote: “When we forget
the infection / Will we remember the lesson/If the suspense
doesn’t kill you something else
will.”

This album is particularly fantastic because it was all recorded in
quarantine. It touches upon the biggest topics of 2020. “The world doesn’t
need light-hearted pop-music right now - it needs anthems for anger. There’s
so much to be pissed off about” lead singer Oli Sykes told NME. The band
collaborates with a lot of other artists, including BABYMETAL,
YUNGBLUD, Amy Lee and the producer of the doom soundtrack, Mick
Gordon. It is harder than the last few of their albums, which makes my baby
emo heart soar.

Alexis Kelly - Website and
Marketing Coodinator

Album: Last Line
Artist: Dustin Tebbutt
Record Label: Independent
Genre: Indie Folk Rock/Indietronica
Country: Australia
Dustin Tebbutt describes “White Water” (the first track on the album) as
an ode to the strength and support created by those we cherish most. It
belongs on a year-end list in a year like this because in a time when we are so
separated, we need a reminder of our strength. Tebbutt’s music has always
felt comforting to me. I am no music expert, but Google told me the genre is
indietronica, a combination of elements of indie, electronica, rock, and pop
music. Due to his vast crossing of genre elements, there’s a song in Tebbutt’s
discography for everyone.
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This Month in History: The (De)Criminalization of Homosexuality
		

Liam Devitt

Pierre Trudeau famously said: “There’s no place for the
state in the bedrooms of the nation.” He said this in 1967,
then Justice Minister in the government of Lester B.
Pearson. Trudeau was about to introduce an
omnibus bill that would bring about sweeping reforms to
the Criminal Code of Canada, one of which was the
decriminalization of homosexual sex in private spaces. These reforms would be passed in 1969. However,
historians and other scholars of the LGBTQ+
community in Canada disagree that Trudeau’s reforms
actually decriminalized homosexuality. Some scholars, like Tom Hooper, argue that Trudeau’s reforms
recriminalized homosexuality, provoking police to
persecute queer people who did not have the luxury to
solely meet in private, with raids on bathhouses, cruising
spots and gay bars. These spaces provided crucial connection and community for queer people, and following this
reform, they were put in a more dangerous situation.
This month, I’ll be looking at the Criminal Code reform,
the reasoning behind it, how it affected queer people in
Canada, and what its legacy is today.
Wolfenden and Klippert
The move to decriminalize homosexuality in Canada
had its origins in the United Kingdom. Following a series of high-profile trials convicting men of homosexual
offences, such as Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, the
Conservative government struck a committee chaired
by Sir John Wolfenden to examine the laws around
homosexuality (which at the time was a total prohibition
on homosexual acts) as well as prostitution.
The Wolfenden Report, released in 1957, recommended:
“that homosexual behaviour between consenting adults
in private be no longer a criminal offence.” In 1967, the
British government passed the Sexual Offenses Act, which
put this recommendation into law, setting the age of
consent for “homosexual acts” at 21.

Image: The ArQuives/Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives

It is a mistake to believe that the Wolfenden committee made these recommendations as a gesture of pure
compassion and respect towards queer people. The
shift at work within this committee was to understand
homosexuality as a psychological problem, treating it
like any other form of mental illness, thus necessitating
professional psychological care. To put it bluntly, you were
not a criminal, you were ill.
In the same year, Canada began to reckon with these questions. Everett George Klippert, in a controversial case that
made its way to the Supreme Court, was found guilty of
four counts of “gross indecency;” having consensual gay
sex with four men. Klippert was sentenced to indefinite
“preventative” detention. Some saw this case as a moment for Canada to move towards the Wolfenden model,
including NDP leader and architect of universal
healthcare, Tommy Douglas. Douglas asked Pearson
in the House of Commons in 1967 to pursue reform
along the lines of the Wolfenden Report. Douglas said:
“homosexuality is a social and psychiatric problem rather
than a criminal one.”
In 1969, now with the charismatic Trudeau as Prime
Minister, these reforms would be put into place.
Does the state have a place in the bathhouses of the
nation?
Members of Parliament from all parties expressed
skepticism that this reform, making homosexual sex
between two adults legal in private, would actually
decriminalize homosexuality. Mostly this was an
exercise in assuaging any anxiety Canadians had about
5

tacitly accepting homosexuality with this reform. Again,
this was a part of the shift from understanding queer
people as criminals to understanng queer people as
mentally ill.
Queer people saw it differently. The state was never
really in the bedrooms of the nation, in some ways. It was
not queer sex in private that merited police attention, but
it was queer sex in public and semi-private spaces, like
bathhouses and parks. Three provisions within the
Criminal Code that were not reformed by Trudeau
include “gross indecency,” “indecent acts,” and the
bawdy-house law. Police used the indecency provisions to
arrest queer people, often queer men, at cruising sites like
public parks, and used the bawdy-house law to raid and
shutter bathhouses.
Queer people resisted this persecution through
organizations like The Body Politic newspaper and
the Right to Privacy Committee, which chronicled the
statistics for the arrests on the charges of gross indecency
and indecent acts.
The bawdy-house law, initially designed to prevent against
sex work being offered at massage parlours, was only
operationalized starting in 1968, to raid gay bathhouses.
Notable raids include the raid on the International Steam
Baths in Toronto on October 28, 1968, raids prior to the
1976 Olympics in Montreal, and the 1977 raid on the
Truxx bathhouse in Montreal.
During the Truxx raid, fifty armed officers with
automatic
weapons
stormed
the
bathhouse,
arresting 146 patrons under the bawdy-house law.
The Truxx raid and the community response led by
l’Association pour les droits des gais du Québec that
followed laid the groundwork for resistance to this wave
of police persecution. The raid and the resistance that
followed ultimately lead to the inclusion of sexual
orientation in the Québec Charter of Human Rights and
Freedoms.

Legacy and Mythology
With the activism of groups like the Right to Privacy
Committee and l’Association pour les droits des gais du
Québec, and some key legal decisions, police persecution
of queer folks at that high level slowly began to subside.
In 2017, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, the son of
the man who instituted the Criminal Code reform,
apologized to LGBTQ2S people. He referred to his father’s
efforts as “partial decriminalization,” and thus imperfect,
but put a great deal of attention into commemorating the
decriminalization myth, with the Canadian Mint
releasing a commemorative coin, and providing funds to
non-profit Egale Canada to produce a documentary film
commemorating this.
Anti-69, a network of scholars including the U of L’s own
Dr. Suzanne Lenon, seeks to refute the commemoration
of the 1969 reforms and draw broader attention to the
Canadian government’s many failures on queer issues.
They write on their website: “We argue that no such
decriminalization took place, and these efforts at
commemoration only serve to perpetuate a myth. This
myth is being used to legitimize Liberal governments,
both past and present, as pro-Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Trans, Queer, or Two-Spirit (LGBTQ2+).”
If there is one thing for certain about this mythology,
is that mythology is powerful. Myths have real-world
consequences and can overshadow real-world oppression.

Further reading:
Hooper, Tom. “Queering ‘69: The Recriminalization of
		
Homosexuality in Canada.” The Canadian Historical Review 100, no. 2 (June 2019): 257. https://
doi.org/10.3138/chr.2018-0082-4.
Kinsman, Gary, and Patrizia Gentile. The Canadian War
		on Queers: National Security as Sexual
Regulation. Vancouver: UBC Press, 2010.
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McCaskell, Tim. Queer Progress: From Homophobia to
Homonationalism. Toronto: Between the
Lines, 2016.

A report card for a Pandemic University: How
has the U of L dealt with the first semester of
online learning?
Liam Devitt

Image: Oseremen Irete

It’s the beginning of December. U of L students are finishing up their classes, studying for exams, and are excited for
the sweet release of Winter Break. Ordinarily, University
Hall would be abuzz with activity, but it’s empty as ever.

students hoped that professors would ease up on the
workload as a matter of compassion. However, many
students told us that in some cases, professors increased
their workload.

Like so many other things in these ‘unprecedented times’
(which feels cliche to say this far into the pandemic), the
university experience has been stripped of all physical
contact and is now mediated by Zoom, the isolation of
living alone, and the existential dread of a deadly virus.

“I’ve found that with things being online, some of my
professors have increased workloads in order to
ensure that their classes aren’t “academic recesses” or to
make up for in-class participation,” said Tiffany Higham,
Kinesiology student. “Weekly forum posts, reading
summaries, and/or lesson tasks don’t seem like a lot for
one class, but when students have that for 3 or more
classes, it becomes overwhelming. Especially when you’re
doing everything (working, sleeping, relaxing) in one
room and productivity and motivation are low.”

The Meliorist caught up with U of L students and faculty
to see how they are managing as the first full semester of
online learning comes to a close, and how they think the
University is doing to help them out.
“This semester, I witnessed the students of the University burn out in ways I have never seen before,” said
Katie DeLucia, Co-Coordinator of the Campus Women’s’
Centre and Women and Gender Studies undergraduate
student. “Many of us mentally prepared for the challenges
this semester thinking it would be a short-term measure: a
sprint to the finish line and then a return to normalcy. This
assumption was abruptly shattered by the announcement
in September of the online plans for the Spring semester.”
This was a sentiment echoed by many students that we
spoke to. The pandemic has broken down the barriers
between home, work and school. Work/life balance
has for many, become less of a balancing act and more
of an impossibility. With this new reality and all of the
other stressors that this pandemic has brought on, many

Another student, Mason Hoffos, majoring in Addictions
Counselling, noted that for them, the quality of learning
had dropped vastly. For one of their classes, they described
the coursework as solely consisting of downloading
PowerPoint presentations from Moodle and writing
tests based on the material they contained. They said:
“Tuition should have been discounted. It is, frankly,
absolute garbage that it costs me as much to read a series
of powerpoints that don’t even have citations as it does to
listen to a lecture from a professor.”
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However, this year tuition has gone up, with the
Kenney government’s lifting of the tuition freeze and
cuts to post-secondary education across the board. These
cuts, says Dr. Caroline Hodes, Associate Professor of
Women and Gender Studies, has made it difficult for the
University and professors to give students the support
they need.
The “current climate of austerity” that Hodes describes
means that instructors are often without teaching
supports, like Teaching Assistants, that make
teaching large courses a more manageable task. Without
this, courses may be simplified in terms of both content
and assessment, leading to what Hodes believes as a less
valuable educational experience.
Hodes also raised concerns about what this
pandemic means for post-secondary education as a whole,
despite what she believes to be the University’s best efforts:
“COVID-19 might be the excuse that institutions need to
make online courses the new normal across academic
disciplines
in
post-secondary
education
[...]
Pre-recording lectures is twice the work, limits
creativity and adaptation to student needs in the
classroom, provides the opportunity for increased
surveillance of faculty and limits student participation.”
Kathleen Massey, Associate Vice-President for Student
Affairs, did not respond to The Meliorist’s request for
comment.
However, on the evening of December 4th, Massey’s
office sent out an email blast to students, containing a list
of resources on the University website, and announcing
the short extension of Winter Break, with Spring classes
resuming on January 9th. The list of resources appears
to not include any supports that were not available to
students pre-pandemic, aside from the break extension.
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On Patrol With SAGE Clan
Bariyaa Ipaa

On Patrol With SAGE Clan
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So You Want to be a Chemist?
Edward Hsiang
Chemistry is beautiful, chemistry is life, but how can you
make a living for yourself as a chemist? While there’s no
shortage of resources telling you what you can do with
your degree, not many detail the “how” and “why”. As a
favour to aspiring chemists out there, we interviewed
industry and academic professionals to get you the advice
you need.
Bri Sebastian is the Chief Technology Officer at
InnvTek Inc., a start-up company based in Calgary,
Alberta. There she aids in the development of research/
business strategies and secures funding from accelerator programs. Her day to day involves a lot of technical
writing: outlining goals, timelines and budgets, but also
dealing with clients to ensure the company is submitting project milestones on time. Additionally, she is the
Director of Laboratory Operations at Psygen Labs Inc., a
pharmaceutical company, where she supports the design
and set-up of their new clean room and laboratories.

The main focus of this article is to give our students
an idea of how career paths in chemistry generally
progress, can you give us a brief rundown of your
personal career path?
B: All of my post-secondary education was at the
University of Calgary, I started off thinking I wanted
to go into medicine but then changed my mind halfway through and ended up getting a BSc in biochemistry. I went on to get my PhD in an alternative energy lab
working on glucose biosensors. Finally, I went into my
postdoctoral fellowship, and that was in petroleum and
chemical engineering. From there I kind of did a pivot and
went into agriculture, working on fertilizer formulations.
Now I’ve moved back into alternative energy, working with
InnvTek on battery membrane separators.
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Greg Patenaude is an instructor here at the University of
Lethbridge as well as the lab coordinator for CHEM 2600.
His day to do involves preparing for and reflecting on
lectures to improve the student experience. As a lab
coordinator, he also oversees graduate students teaching
and deals with behind the scenes prep work for the labs.
Stephanie Lee is a Research Associate at Xenon
Pharmaceuticals, a neurological based company in
Vancouver, BC. Her day to day responsibilities in the
bioanalytical group includes managing cell lines/tissue culture, operating UHPLC MS-MS instruments and
processing reports. Her position allows her to collaborate
with other departments (in-vivo, chemistry) and run their
tests excipients to generate data for the purpose of drug
discovery.
Edward Hsiang, yours truly, is the Sciences Editor at the
Meliorist, and also a chemistry graduate student in the
Hayes Lab on campus. I’ll be providing my own input to
some of these questions as well.
G: So the reason I got into chemistry I can trace back
to an “interesting” chemistry teacher in high school,
and I don’t know why but for some reason the idea of
mixing things and making new compounds was always
interesting to me. It wasn’t until my second year in
university, and I remember specifically talking to two of
my TA’s and asking them what they were doing at the uni,
where they described to me this concept of grad school.
Before then I had no idea what this was so they told me
they were working for a supervisor and how the research
they were working on was making molecules that had
never been made before. That really flicked a switch in me
so to speak and I was like “maybe I want to do that too”.
So I looked into doing research projects with my professors in my 3rd and 4th year and did my graduate studies
at UVic. After I finished my PhD, more because I didn’t
really know what I wanted to do, I did a post-doc and that’s
when I realized I didn’t really want to go into industry. It’s
not like it’s the only other pathway but the other common
path if you don’t go into the industry is to go into academia
and I was fortunate enough to find the position I have now.

S: I graduated from UBC in 2017 with a BSc in Chemistry
with co-op distinction. I worked at ALS Environmental
as a Lab Analyst for a year, operating flow instruments to
determine nitrogen (ammonia) and mercury
levels in water samples. After that, I moved to Xenon
Pharmaceuticals, a place where I did a co-op placement
in my undergrad, and I’ve been there since April 2018.
If someone read your job description and decided “Yes,
that’s exactly what I want to do when I grow up”, what
advice would you give them? What key experiences
should they be aiming for?
B: I recommend taking every opportunity you can and
don’t be afraid to make mistakes or hard pivots. Another thing to consider is the city that you’re in. I have an
electrochemistry degree but there aren’t a lot of
electrochemical positions in this city. A lot of
electrochemists I know have had to move to BC or the
east coast or the states in order to find a job. So where you
want to eventually end up geographically is something to
consider. I would also suggest trying different
combinations of degrees, for example, a major in
chemistry and a minor in business, it makes you more
versatile and opens more doors to where you want to
go in the future. It’s also really important to network
because making those connections will help you find
really cool jobs in the future that aren’t necessarily posted.
G: I think if you want to be an instructor, you need to get
as much experience teaching as possible, to make sure
that’s what you want to do so to speak. I also think you
should absolutely go to grad school. In chemistry, you’re
going to get at least a significant amount of teaching
experience and I think that’s important to go through
to see if that’s what you like. If you just do an
undergrad and try and get an instructor position I
think it’ll be harder because you’ll have other people
out there with graduate degrees, and I’m not sure how
much teaching experience you’d get as just an undergrad.
S: I would highly recommend gaining some experience
either volunteering in a research lab, or practicing
extensive report writing. I would also recommend
taking the co-op program, if available. In general, being
able to follow standard operating procedures is extremely
important. Soft skills such as having a positive attitude,
and understanding the purpose of the experiments will
also help big time.

“So immediately I
went into the
industry and started
making MAD BANK,
which at the time
was very important
to me”
Bri Sebastian
What do you love most/least about your job?
B: I really enjoy that we’re able to enhance an overall
process by working on just a small portion of it. So in
the grand scheme of things, our little process is making
cleaner energy a much more viable option. My least
favourite thing is trying to get money, funding, funding,
funding is awful!
G: I like how every day is so different. I’m not just doing
the same thing over and over again, I think I would go
potentially mental doing that. But I think for me what I
really like is when you find a particular student, or group
of students, who enjoys the material you’re teaching and
you can see the lights turn on when they’re like “Yeah,
now I understand this”. When that happens to someone,
regardless of what they’re learning, there’s an excitement
that happens, and you as a teacher can kind of feed off of
that energy. My least favourite aspect is the assessment.
It’s a necessary evil I think we have to do, but my least
favourite aspect is grading papers and giving an
assessment.
S: I love how no two days are the same, because research
is always changing, and we are expected to adapt. I enjoy
troubleshooting and working on the UHPLC LCMS-MS
and breaking down each component to see how it works.
The data we generate will benefit individuals who struggle with neurological diseases in the long run too. I’m not
the biggest fan of writing very lengthy reports, and the
whole QC process that goes along with it.
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An age-old debate for anyone in a STEM field is
whether or not to pursue graduate studies. What do
you recommend? What limitations do you foresee for
someone with only a BSc?
B: There are pros and cons to both. From a hiring
perspective, if I’m hiring for someone to do general
research, I’d be looking for a bachelor’s or maybe a
master’s degree, unless it was very specific. Then I might
look for a PhD. In general, if people are just doing
repeating experiments, you’re looking for someone with a
diploma or a bachelor’s degree. You’re not going to make
as much money at those lower levels, but at the same time,
there’s lots more job availability. Once you get up to the
Master’s and PhD levels, there are a lot less jobs, especially
if you’re very specific in your field. So there are definitely
pros of having that PhD in that when you find that specific
job that’s perfect for you, it’s great, but you have to wait
potentially a couple of years to find that job. Another
benefit is that managerial positions often require you to
have that PhD, so if you want to be a desk chemist, you
definitely need to have that graduate degree.
G: I’ve been in the university setting for a long time, I
started my undergrad in 1991, and I’m still in academia,
and one of the things I have noticed over the years is that
a problem with our society these days is that it dictates
that students have to go to university. Even though I’m a
product of academia, and I’m in academia, I don’t feel
that’s true. There’s a lot of students who are in university
who don’t really know why they’re here. They think they
do, but they don’t really know why. So along the same
lines, I don’t think grad school is necessary for every
career path. In terms of limitations, I think if you want
to go into some sort of academic setting, you’ll absolutely
need some sort of grad school. Just looking at our own
department, hiring people and stuff like that, if they don’t
have a graduate degree, there’s just no chance and it is
what it is at this point. So if you want to go into academia,
or in industrial research, you’re going to need a graduate
degree, but I would not say that every single career path
needs grad school.

S: It’s more difficult to find non-entry level positions
without a graduate degree. It’s also difficult if you
have a small network of hiring professionals. You start
with a smaller salary at the beginning, but since you
(hopefully) get to start your position immediately out of your
bachelors, you start earning sooner and that kind of
makes up the difference for spending 2+ years in graduate
school.
E: As someone currently in graduate school, and
someone who’s tried finding work with only a bachelor’s
degree, there are definitely limitations to what you can
do without at least a Master’s. Many jobs that say “BSc or
Master’s” in their hiring blurb will overlook you for
not having that Master’s degree. That said, if you do
internships and network a lot, it can be possible to find
some really cool jobs right out of undergrad. I have
friends making way more money than I thought would be
possible, and those jobs were all from co-op experience
with the right companies. Otherwise, it’s frustrating but
you’re kind of limited to jobs on par with those that only
have a diploma, and while those can make for a decent
career, it’s definitely repetitive work and not for everybody.

“I know it’s
a hard thing
to do, but you
don’t want to be
stuck with a job
for 15 years; If
you hate your
job for 15 years,
it’s not a good
thing”

Greg Patenaude
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What about industry vs academia? What should
students expect going into either, what general advice
would you give them?
B: I always knew I didn’t want to be in academia, so I
completed my PhD very quickly and didn’t publish as
much as someone would if they wanted to stay. If you
want to get positions at universities, you need to have a
lot of publications or even patents. When I got out of my
PhD, the first thing I wanted to do was make money. So
immediately I went into industry and started making mad
bank, which at the time was very important to me. It’s so
nice to have, especially coming out of grad school. Doing
co-ops if you can gets you into a really good position for
potentially working at that company or getting you good
references. Opposite, if you want to stay in academia,
you need to network with professors and other people in
academia, so who you make friends with is the most
important thing here. There are only so many academic
positions, but lots of industry positions.
G: I always thought that I was going to go do research in
industry, but halfway through my post-doc I really started thinking about this because you know, the end of the
line was coming, and that’s when I realized I didn’t want
to go into industry and starting looking for positions in
academia. So get some experience teaching or doing
research and figure out if that’s what you like. That’s
essentially what grad school is, a trial run on research and
teaching. Don’t be shy to say like “I’ve been doing research
for 4 or 5 years but maybe that just isn’t for me”. I know
it’s a hard thing to do, but I think it’s an important thing
to do. You don’t want to be stuck with a job for 15 years,
if you hate your job for 15 years that’s not a good thing.
Just for fun, if you could have any job you wanted, what
would it be?
B: Probably be like a farmer, or at an animal rescue
facility where I can just play with puppies all day.
G: You know I think, kind of like what Robert Ebert had
where he just sat there and watched movies all day and
reviewed them. I love watching movies, and just sitting
there and watching movies, that’d be fun.

S: Professional rich person? But in all seriousness…
maybe a fitness trainer?
B: I think chemistry is definitely the way to go because
it’s an incredibly diverse field. You can really, with your
chemistry degree, go into any area you want and you can
find something you’re interested in. It provides doorways
to pursuing what inspires you. You’re also needed by a lot
more people, I’m always helping out engineering. They
always think they know what’s up but in the end, they
really need a chemist. And this is so very true in oil and
gas, but same in other areas. It always comes down to the
fundamentals of chemistry.
G: Wow, um, this might get a bit too philosophical
here, but if we want to be informed citizens, be a good
citizen, I think we need to understand the world around
us the best we can. And one of the things I really like about
chemistry is that they call chemistry the central science.
So chemistry touches all aspects of everyone on a daily
basis, whether they notice it or not. Just understanding
why these greenhouse gases are bad or how your water
softener works, or even devices that people use all the
time, there’s a lot of chemistry behind that. So for me, the
reason why I like it is that it allows us to understand a
lot of the things that happen in our world, whether it be
medicinal, environmental etc, it gives us a better
understanding and touches on so many things.
S: Pursuing a chemistry degree doesn’t necessarily mean
you have to have a chemistry only based position. My job,
for example, is mostly biochemistry based, and someone
will eventually give you a chance if that’s your field of
interest. There are so many fields in chemistry such as
environmental, analytical, medicinal etc. Science-based
jobs, while not the most traditionally lucrative, are
extremely important at understanding how the world
works, discovering cures to diseases that affect real-life
patients, and so much more. It’s worth trying in the name
of science.
And that’s it for our interviews, please comment or
email me if this article was helpful and whether you’d be
interested in a similar article for your field of study!
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Pfizer and Moderna:
Vaccine-off of the Century
Edward Hsiang

Image: Jax Stienstra

In the midst of a pandemic, academics, industry giants,
snake oil salesmen and the like have been racing to be the
first to develop a vaccine for the Covid-19 virus.
Unlike medicines used for treatment of a disease after
exposure, vaccines are used as a preventative measure.
At its core, a vaccine triggers your immune system to
produce the correct kind of antibodies, granting your
body the means to fight off the disease before you even
catch it. This allows health officials to be proactive in
immunizing our population rather than reactive in
treating those who contract Covid-19 and develop
symptoms.
Earlier in November, the pharmaceutical leader Pfizer Inc.
announced incredibly favorable preliminary results for
their Covid-19 vaccine candidate. A week after, Moderna
Inc., a perhaps lesser known company founded in 2010,
announced results comparable to Pfizer with noticeable
advantages that may give the global drug giant a run for
their money.
For those curious about the potential way out of our
quarantine prisons (who isn’t?) here’s how the two
front-runners compare (As of Nov 18th, 2020).
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1. According to their respective press releases, both
vaccines display a >90% efficacy in preventing
Covid-19, with sample sizes of greater than 30,000
individuals. Most government regulations have specified
only a >50% effectivity, and many health officials are in
shock at how well the vaccines are performing.

2. Both companies are still in the process of accumulating
short-term safety data in order to apply for Emergency
Use Authorization with the United States’ FDA. Moderna has publicly stated that few, short lived side effects are
associated with their vaccine. Seemingly as a rebuttal,
Pfizer followed up a few days later with a now increased
efficacy rate of 95%, as well as plans to submit to the FDA
before the end of November.
3. Pfizer’s vaccine requires storage and transport at -70
oC, significantly below US standards, while Moderna’s can
remain stable at only -20 oC. Both remain viable in a
conventional fridge for short term storage immediately
before use, but Pfizer’s vaccine has a shelf life of only 5-6
days compared to Moderna’s month long stability.
4. Both will require two injections spaced around a month
apart for maximum efficacy.

5. Both rely on new messenger RNA (mRNA)
technology that has never been used for large scale
vaccinations. Despite the novel approach, mRNA is
generally regarded as very safe by the scientific
community and operates in a similar manner to
conventional vaccines. Instead of injecting whole pieces
of the Covid-19 virus, only fragments of its genetic code
in the form of mRNA are injected into the body. The
small fragment is all that is necessary for cells to begin
making viral proteins (but not the virus itself) triggering
the immune system to start making antibodies.
So does this spell out the end of the coronavirus
pandemic? The finish line is perhaps a little further than
you’d think. Despite best efforts on our government’s part
to prepare for production, the world will inevitably see a
shortage in the vaccine from the get-go. In the US, officials
are talking about immunizations beginning as early as late
December (Pfizer has launched pilot delivery programs
in Rhode Island, Texas, New Mexico, and Tennessee to
ensure proper distribution of their vaccine which requires
more strenuous storage conditions) while Canada is
anticipating delivery dates in the first trimester of 2021.

Back in September, Canada officially committed more
than 1 billion dollars to purchase doses of potential
vaccines from 5 major companies. Contracts with
Pfizer will net at least 20 million doses, while contracts
with Moderna will net up to 56 million doses. In total,
Canada has secured nearly 414 million doses (nearly 10
doses per-capita) from various drug companies in an
effort to “hedge our bets” so to speak.
Apart from supply shortages, there may also be public
resistance to accepting the shots. Many have stated that
they’d rather take their chances with the virus than try a
relatively new vaccine.
What’s important to get out to the public here is
that these vaccines aren’t being developed so quickly
because trials are being shortened or corners being
cut, it’s because companies are taking financial risks
and betting on their product, and also the result of the
collaboration of scientists all over the world working
on the same problem.
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Water On the Moon
Edward Hsiang
Who had moon water on their 2020 bingo?
Among election drama, pandemic part two, and press
conferences being held in landscaping lots, the last thing
people probably expected towards the end of 2020 was
NASA’s announcement of detectable water on the moon.
The space agency first teased some juicy news with a series
of social media posts asking viewers to join them for their
live press conference on the 26th of October.

SOFIA Photo, Credit - NASA and Jim Ross

For the first time, NASA’s Stratospheric Observatory for
Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) has confirmed the presence
of water on the sunlit surface of the moon via its 106inch diameter telescope. The observatory is amazingly
mounted in a modified Boeing 747SP jetliner which
can fly at altitudes of up to 45,000 feet. Although
ice has been previously confirmed by NASA’s lunar
crater observation and sensing satellite (LCROSS) to
exist in the permanently shadowed craters around
the Moon’s poles, SOFIA is the first to confirm the
presence of water in it’s H2O form in sunlit regions.
“Prior to the SOFIA observations, we knew there
was some kind of hydration, but we didn’t know how
much, if any, was actually water molecules – like
we drink every day – or something more like drain
cleaner.” – Casey Honniball, University of Hawaii.
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Casey Honniball, a postdoctoral fellow at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center who published her thesis on the
matter explains that without a thick atmosphere like that
found on earth, water on sunlit surfaces should be lost
to space. Yet somehow it’s being detected, albeit in very
small quantities (one hundredth the amount found in the
Sahara Desert).
Questions are now being raised on how the water is
being generated or even stored on the lunar surface, with
prevailing theories being some combination of
micrometeorites raining down on the lunar surface and
solar winds carrying hydrogen to react with soil on the
moon’s surface.
In 2017, NASA along with international partners
announced the launch of Project Artemis, promising the
goal of mankind’s return to the lunar surface by 2024.
The project draws upon existing space programs such as
the Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) which
contracts companies such as SpaceX to deliver small
robotic landers to the moon as a precursor and in support
to Project Artemis.
Other ambitious projects such as the NASA Lunar
Gateway intend to create a mini space station in lunar
orbit to serve as a short term habitation module and
science laboratory in support of “ground” operations on
the moon.

Lunar Gateway Credit - NASA

Since the 1972 Apollo 17 mission, the moon has been
visited only by un-crewed spacecraft, making the
discovery of water as well as the establishment of Project
Artemis to be historic in nature.

Ollie X Finds Growth Through Music
Oseremen Irete

Photos shot at Street Legal Records by Ife Olusegun
It’s difficult to imagine that the easy laughing man I’m
listening to speak about yoga and meditation on zoom is
the same person a teacher once said would die before 18
if he didn’t change the path he was on.
“I was an angry fucking kid […] people knew me as that
kid who could go off at any minute. You grow up around
people who do things to survive and you kind of embody that mentality.”

Raised in London, England, Ollie X, whose real name is
Ollie Okeowo, speaks with a noticeable accent. Although,
its South London edges have been softened by seven years
in Southern Alberta.
Brixton, the neighbourhood he grew up in, is steeped
in history. It is where Britain’s Windrush generation of
Caribbean migrants first settled and found housing in the
1940s and ’50s. That Caribbean influence is prevalent in
the Reggae, Soca, and Bashment music that surrounded
him growing up.
But the music that most defined his youth is Grime, a genre
of street music that emerged in London in the early 2000s.
Typified by aggressive lyrics and hard-hitting electronic instrumentals at a breakneck 140 Beats Per Minute
tempo.
You’re listening to a lot of the Grime stuff in your circle and you’re not listening to the other guys because
we don’t fuck with those guys.”
A young Ollie was steeped in the music and the culture surrounding it. The lyrics painted vivid images
of street life in London that reflected his reality at the
time. It was over these beats he wrote his first bars,
acting as a a ghostwriter for a friend who had the
street cred but not necessarily the pen to match.
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When he speaks about this past Ollie draws a rough outline, just enough for you to understand the person he was
almost a decade and 4000 miles ago.
“The fact that my parents even knew I was connected.
People going up to my mom saying I know your
son let me carry your bags, or she’s good don’t
touch her. She’s like what the fuck is going on?”
“My parents knew half of my friends that had died.
They could literally count on more than 10 of their
fingers to be like this is the amount of people you
personally know that have died from knife violence.”
Eventually, the death of a close friend would be the final
straw, pushing him to find solace wherever he could.
“[My parents] were like enough is enough, it’s not getting
any better and at the time I was just grieving and was like
get me the fuck out of here, anywhere but here is better.”
That is how, after a stay in his parent’s home country of
Nigeria he ended up in Lethbridge at 19 to start university.
The change from colourful Brixton to the muted tones of
the Canadian Prairie was difficult at first.

or something that was happening but over here I would
walk out and there would be nothing. There are deer
walking around the street!”

“When I first moved here it was like -40. I just moved
into this apartment with a roommate I didn’t even know.
I looked up something on Kijiji and paid the damage
deposit via PayPal. I got here and I was not surrounded
with friends or family I grew up with”

That time alone led to reflection.

“I was just so used to the excitement of a big city […] Back
home I was able to go outside and you would see sombody

As he began to settle into the city, he made friends with a
group of guys who were involved in the Hip-Hop scene.
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“When it’s just you those thoughts that you never really
acknowledged, or you don’t want them to grow in the back
of your head they come out.”

They told him the mic was turned off to trick him into
recording his first verse after spotting his talent during
freestyle sessions. Despite his initial reluctance, music
became a release.
“It was very much therapeutic because you’re able to work
alone on music Friday, Saturday, Sunday night.
Instead of getting up to some madness you just open
the notepad and start writing and before you know
it it’s 2 AM […] I honestly don’t know what I would
have been doing if I wasn’t able to work on music.”
Alongside his friends, Ollie formed the brash and
braggadocious Hip-Hop quartet Rougies Clique. They
were a mainstay in the underground scene in Lethbridge
and Calgary between 2014 and 2016. Amassing over
10,000 listens on Soundcloud and performing at Sled
Island and One Love festivals.
Ollie’s Grime background gave him a unique edge.
He could find and ride pockets of the beat that others
couldn’t and his off-kilter flows and cadences excited both
audiences and collaborators.

“My Journey has taught me so much about music,
myself, and people. I just kind of realized the message I
wanted to leave with music had changed over time. There
was more that I wanted to say that I felt like when you’re
in a group you’re not able to say as much.”
These days he records himself. Stretching his voice in
various directions not aiming for vocal perfection but the
perfect way to convey emotion.
“If I don’t experiment, I don’t know what will be good and
what won’t be good.”
He pulls from Blues, Jazz, and R&B citing Sade, Tracy
Chapman, and Muddy Waters as influences. His latest
track Melody, a collaboration with local band The New
Testaments is a jazzy love song.
We laugh at the thought of him showing this music to that
younger version of himself. But it is clear if nothing else,
he has always been unapologetically himself.

As a solo artist though, Ollie yearns to make stuff like
the music that resonated with him the most. Songs like
the Fugees Ready or Not, or Kendrick Lamar’s Sing
About Me (I’m Dying of Thirst) that combined rhythm
and melody with real-life situations and lessons.”
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Industrial Strength Bully Repellent
*Content warning: descriptions of violence and bullying.

Ballto Kenney
Many years ago, when I was still relatively new to RPGs,
the Game Master (GM) for my game knew the owner of
one of the comic book stores. He gave our GM a key to
access the back storage room so we could play on Sundays
when the store was closed. It was very much like playing
in a warehouse, complete with one of those thick metal
industrial doors.
Most of us didn’t know everyone. It was a case of one
person inviting another and so on to make a motley crew
of players, one of which was a person named Shane. Now
Shane was a very large man with a large attitude to match.
He was almost 7’ tall, a foot taller than my own 6’ height,
and built like a linebacker. Unfortunately, though, he was
also the type who used his large size and presence to bully
people into giving him what he wanted.
This meant anytime Shane’s character did anything the
other players more or less had to go along with it or risk
an argument that no one wanted to have. Not to mention
that he also cheated. He bullied our GM into allowing
him to use content for his character that no one else was
allowed to. The unfortunate part is that he had everyone
so scared that they couldn’t tell him that they didn’t want
to play with him.
So week, after week, after week, I was forced to tolerate
him along with everyone else, but for the most part, I
stayed non-confrontational, creating situations that either
didn’t involve Shane and his character, or that just didn’t
interest him. This worked for quite some time until it
didn’t and that’s where things got interesting.
The actual conflict itself doesn’t matter. It was so petty that
I don’t even remember what it was. What matters is that I
was in the right, and after a night of dealing with Shane’s
attitude I had enough and wasn’t backing down. Things
quickly escalated as Shane found that his usual tactics of
puffing his chest and screaming weren’t working, as I was
no small fry, and despite his size, Shane’s screamed insults were drowned out by my own Fus Ro Dah of a voice.
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The other players sat there as things escalated and before
anyone could muster the courage to do anything to stop
either of us Shane had decided that if he couldn’t scream
his way into getting what he wanted that he would fight to
get it instead.
Thus he uttered the iconic words of “Do you want to take
this outside!” At first, I was hesitant, knowing it was a fight
I wouldn’t likely win, not to mention that getting into a
fistfight over an RPG is stupid. But when Shane insisted that this could only be resolved with fists, saying we
could either “Take it outside or I’ll just kick your ass here.”
I knew there was only one choice. So I quickly formulated
a plan and screamed back at him with his own insults.
I did this on purpose to keep him mad, keep him
acting on rage and impulse so that when he finally
decided it was time to get physical he would have nothing
else on his mind. Shane stomped towards the back door,
me closely behind him, I acted fast. I closed the
door, locked it with Shane on the outside and
screamed out to him that he could come back in
when he had calmed down and was ready to be civil.
Needless to say, Shane was pounding on this door like a
jackhammer, but thankfully it’s industrial metal thickness
kept it from even budging. So, back to my seat, I went. The
rest of the table looking at me with shock in their eyes and
for a moment none of them said anything until our GM
broke the proverbial silence (as Shane was still pounding
away at the door and screaming from outside) and said
to me, “If he ever sees you again he’s gonna kill you.” To
which I replied, “Well then, I guess I better make sure not
to see him then.” And after some time the pounding on the
door stopped and we continued our game without Shane.
Ten years later I saw him again, walking around in the
mall when he said hello to me, to which I gave him a
surprised “Oh, hello Shane.”, followed by an “I’d stay and
chat, but I’m in a hurry.” To which I promptly made my
escape once more.

List of Resources For
Students Over the Holiday Break
Campus Women’s Centre

Queer Health Resources

The Campus Women’s Centre has been doing some
amazing work this semester. From organizing film
screenings to support groups, charity drives and vigils, the
staff and volunteers deserve all of our gratitude and praise.
To keep up to date on everything they are doing, check
out their Facebook, Twitter or Instagram pages. You can
also call them at (403) 329-2094. You can also subscribe to
their email list which includes a monthly newsletter with
resources, events, updates and artist spotlights. Below
are some of the resources they have available right now.

1. Visit the Outreach resource page (https://www.outreachsa.org/resources.html)
a. For information on Trans health, sexual health,
available doctors, mental health. They also offer
resources for youth, family and parenting.

1.

Bi and Pan Support Group
a. Bi-monthly (get it) meetings to provide a safe
space for folks who identify under the bisexual/
pansexual umbrella to discuss challenges they
might be facing.
b. Please see our Facebook page for more info and to
access the Zoom link.

2.

Digital Peer Support Group
a. Drop-in hours have been replaced with
b. scheduled, digital support sessions. We are available to meet with you via Zoom, Messenger,
Discord, or whatever method works best for you!

3.

4.

Student Emergency Fund
a. Students in need of financial support to make rent,
pay bills, get medication, etc, can apply for this
micro-bursary. no questions asked.
b. The application form can be found on their Facebook page.
Menstrual Product and Pregnancy Test Delivery
a. All of the menstrual and sexual health products,
as well as pregnancy tests, are available for
delivery.

2. Outreach Trans Support Group
a. The Trans Support Group is a peer-led social network that seeks primarily to combat the loneliness
and isolation often felt by trans people and those
journeying with them. Collectively, the Group
can provide support, referrals to resources, and
a place of ‘community,’ for individuals who are
transgender, including gender non-conforming,
non-binary, and other gender minorities.
b. Zoom links and dates can be found on their
Facebook page. Any questions can be emailed to
info@outreachsa.org or transpeersupport@outreachsa.org.
3. See Women’s Centre resources
Mental Health Resources
1. Lethbridge Community Mental Health Clinic
a. 200 5 Ave. S. Lethbridge, AB T1J 4L1, Room 103
b. (403) 381-5260
2. Distress and Suicide Prevention Line for Southwestern
a. Alberta (403) 327 7905
b. Toll-free (1) 888 787 2880
3. Alberta Mental Health Help Line: (1) 877 303 2642
4. Canada Suicide Prevention Services
a. Call 1 833 456 4566
b. Text 45645
5. Kids Help Phone (ages 5-29)
a. 1-800-668-6868 (toll-free)
b. Text CONNECT to 686868
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Disordered Eating Resources
1. National Eating Disorder Information Centre (NEDIC):
provides information, resources, referrals and support
to Canadians affected by eating disorders.
a. https://nedic.ca/
b. Toll-free helpline: 1-866-NEDIC-20
1. The National Eating Disorders Association (NEDA
a. https://www.nationaleatingdisorders.org/
b. Online chat - Monday to Thursday 9 am-9 pm ET
and Friday 9 am-5 pm ET
c. Toll-free helpline: 1-800-931-2237 - Monday to
Thursday 11 am-9 pm ET and Friday 11 am-5 pm
ET
d. Text: 1-800-931-2237- Pilot hours are Monday-Thursday 3 pm-6 pm ET
Health-Related Resources
1. Sexual Health Clinic
a. 740 4 Ave S Suite 300, Lethbridge, AB T1J 0N9
b. (403) 320-0110
2. Lethbridge Regional Hospital
a. 960 19 St S, Lethbridge, AB T1J 1W5
b. (403) 388-6111
3. Lethbridge HIV Connection (403) 328-8186
4. Alberta Health Link 811

Addiction Support Resources
1. Alcoholics Anonymous (403) 327-8049
2. Al-Anon (403) 359-2169 or (403) 388-7319
3. Alberta Gamblers Anonymous-Lethbridge (403) 3310822
4. Alberta Addictions Hotline 1-866-332-2322
5. South Country Treatment Centre (403) 329-8603
Indigenous Specific Resources
1. Lethbridge Native Women’s Transition Home (403) 3296506
2. Metis Nation Local 2003 (403) 328-7828
3. Opokaa’Sin Early Intervention Society (403) 380-2569
4. Sik-Ooh-Kotoki Friendship Society (403) 328-2414
5. Treaty 7 Urban Housing (403) 327-1995
6. Hope for Wellness Helpline 1-855-242-3310
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Emergency Resources
1. YWCA: provides an emergency shelter and targeted
resources
a. 604 8 St S, Lethbridge, AB T1J 2K1
b. (403) 329-0088
2. Harbour House Women’s Shelter
a. Located in the YWCA building
b. (403) 320-1881
3. Streets Alive Mission: provides essential services,
clothing, hygiene items and food.
a. 323 4 St S, Lethbridge, AB T1J 1Z9
b. (403) 320-1159
4. Lethbridge Interfaith Food Bank
a. 1103 3 Ave N, Lethbridge, AB T1H 0H7
b. (403) 320-8779
5.

Lethbridge Food Bank
a. 1016 2 Ave S, Lethbridge, AB T1J 0C9
b. (403) 320-1879

Lethbridge Family Services
1. Home Services
a. 1410 Mayor Magrath Dr. South #106, Lethbridge,
AB T1K 2R3
b. 403-317-4624
2. DaCapo Disability Services
a. 1107 – 2 Ave. A North, Lethbridge, AB T1H 0E6
b. 403-320-9119
3. Immigrant Services
a. 1107 – 2 Ave. A North, Lethbridge, AB T1H 0E6
b. 403-320-1589
4. Counselling, Outreach and Education
a. 1098 - 3 Ave. North, Lethbridge, AB T1H 0H7
b. 403-327-5724
5. Alberta Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-387-5437

